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Real World Seduction Presents…

Special Report # 1:

4 Dangerous

Misconceptions Men

Have About Women

By Swinggcat
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During the last couple of weeks I've been asking my readers several
questions about meeting, dating, and attracting women.

I've spent literally hours perusing through everyone's responses.

As a result, I've discovered some interesting things…

Although people's age, ethnicity, nationality, skill level and aspirations
with women are all over the board, almost everyone has a crippling
misconception about women.

Not everyone's misconception is the same. In fact, I've divided
people's misconceptions into 4 categories.

However, every single one of these misconceptions and dozens of
others are a result of lacking a specialized skill set. One few men
possess.

Most men don't even know they're missing this skill.

Some guys are well aware that they're underdeveloped in this area.

But, alas, they don't know how to improve it.

This skill set is so damn important for success with women that I've
spent almost ten years developing it.

However, I haven't really talked about the scope and depth of it 'til
now.

Moreover, this skill set relates to something about myself I've NEVER
openly shared with others. A very dark side to me. One that's not
easy for me to admit to. (Later on in this letter I'm going to divulge this
dark side to you. And there's a good reason why that will become
apparent as we move forward.)
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I don't know where your skill level with women is.

But I do know this…

You want more success with women, right?

If you develop this skill set, I truly believe your success with women
will increase tenfold – if not more.

Why am teaching this material now?

Through asking everyone questions I've come to realize that there's a
real need to learn this stuff.

Plus, there's little information available on developing this skill set.
The smidgen of info out there is so bad, it risks actually making guys
worse with women.

Some argue that if you feel confident, you'll magically develop this
skill.

This makes me seethe with anger. That's like saying to someone
who's never been ice skating before:  "If you feel really confident and
have strong beliefs about your ice skating ability you'll transform into
a world class ice skater."

Right! Fat chance.

Some guys think that this skill is something you have to naturally
acquire.

Until recently, I agreed with this. But that's changed because through
trial and error I've discovered a teachable structure to this stuff.

I've taught it to several close friends and students. Many of them
have gone from having the sex life of a celibate monk to bedding
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women like a rock star in the course of a few short months.

So I feel I've got an obligation to transplant this info into your brain.

In the next special report, I'm going to be sharing with you several
attraction concepts I'm almost positive you've NEVER seen or heard
of before.

You aren't gonna find any cool lines to memorize. This is something
much more powerful. You'll learn a set of skills and understandings
that are going to take your game to the next level.

If you wanna get the most out of the next special report, you need to
read every word of this report.

It's going to set the foundation for all the material I'm going to share
with you over the next couple of days.

Also, if you fall into any of these categories, you're severely stunting
your game.

Some of the misconceptions may seem obvious; while others might
surprise you – especially if you discover that you're a member of one.

Let's get started…

Misconception # 1: Succeeding With Women Is a Numbers Game
& If You Aren't A Woman's Type You Better Move Onto Another
Girl

There's actually a morsel of truth here. There's no trick, technique, or
magic bullet that's going to work on every woman 100% of the time
[with a small exception: dropping a ruffie into a woman's drink. (But
then, of course, you risk the authorities sentencing you to a few years
behind bars where Bubba's down-below parts will form an incredible
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connection with your rear-end.)]

You cannot achieve total control over the environment. It's a crazy,
volatile world out there, my man.

Yet it gets worse…

Ever hear the saying "We're all created equal"?

Of course you have. It's like one of the oldest clichés – ever.

Well, for a change, let's dart our eyeballs at the 4,000 lb elephant in
the room…

"We're all created equal" is the biggest flea infested pile of B.S. ever
thought up.

Reality check…

Some of us start off with a few big advantages over others.

Here's some good ol' fashion social logic most folks accept…

Let's say Bob and Joe are buddies. Bob sports a 6'2" frame, natural
wit, charisma, and sex appeal. On the other hand, Joe is 5'6",
introverted, and uncomfortable in his own skin.

Most people believe Bob is gonna get the girl over his buddy 90% of
the time. And rightfully so.

Know why?

He's got a huge advantage.
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Now that I've pounded on your self esteem like a gong, here's a slice
of good news…

Unlike animals we're not stuck with what we started off with. We have
the ability to develop and change ourselves. (Perhaps humans are a
big monkey wrench in Evolution's master plan.)

But here's the harsh reality…

When it comes to personal development most guys possess the
motivation of a couch potato, mindlessly accept the hand they were
dealt, and waddle their way to their grave only tapping into a fraction
of a fraction of their potential.

Pathetic but true.

However, history abounds with example after example of people who
started with nothing yet conquered the world.

To be fair, if you're 4'2", all of the will power and determination in the
world will do little to turn you into a professional basketball player.

But succeeding with women is not exclusive to genetic freaks – thank
God.

I've known too many hapless men over the years who had nothing
going for them. We are talkin' poor genetics, conventionally ugly, and
despicable personalities.

Yet through a lot of hard work, they developed Casanova skills with
da ladies and achieved the success of a Don Juan.

Here's the lesson to glean from this…

We may all start at different points. While some guys become
superstars over night with women, the majority of us are gonna have
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to work our butts off to achieve the same results.

But…

All of us, without exception, are capable of becoming not just good
but great with women.

Here's another big elephant in the room…

When most women talk about the qualities that make up their ideal
man, looks usually are amongst the first few they spout off.

The truth is… most of us are pretty limited to how much we can
change our looks. We cannot change are face or grow taller. (Unless,
of course, we let a surgeon carve his scalpel into our face, wedge two
silicon fun bags into our ass, or invest in a pair of high heels.)

But having the competence to establish yourself as the Prize, the
know-how to trigger sexual tension, the ability to make women laugh,
and the skill I'm gonna tell you about at the end of this article will blow
G.Q. good looks out of the water any day.

Women usually don't talk about these "non physical" qualities as
much because they're harder to quantify.

When a woman finds herself attracted to a man with these qualities
she usually thinks to herself, "I can't quite put my finger on it. But I
really like this guy."

Plus, these qualities are usually so under developed in men that the
only attractive qualities women can go by are looks.

Beginners always think looks matter. And when first learning to
attract women, they do.
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But as your skill level marches into intermediate, something
happens…

You start to notice that looks really don't matter.

At an intermediate skill level, guys ranging in looks from a 4 to a 9 are
all in the same boat. They start to realize that it's skill that gets the
girl.

At this stage the only time looks become an issue is when you're
competing against a guy who's a perfect 10.  I've spent many hours
at high-end Hollywood night clubs and usually there's maybe one – or
two– present.

With the exception of Hollywood and other major cities, your chances
of running into one of these guys is about as high as getting struck by
lightning.

Once you achieve an advanced skill level, looks are truly not an
issue.

What it's gonna come down to at this stage is skill. If your skill is
above a man who's a perfect 10, you'll get the girl.

Let me address a can of worms I pried open earlier: Looks aside, is
attracting women a numbers game? Regardless of your looks or skills
with da females, a big part of success is pure luck, right?

A lil' bit yes and mostly no.

I just got back from Vegas. So let's use a gambling analogy.

Meeting and attracting women is a lot like poker. Beginner players
view poker as a game of pure luck. But as their skill improves they
come to view poker as mostly a game of skill.
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They may get lucky on a single hand, but through the course of an
entire night, they realize that it's almost purely a game of skill.

The same is true with meeting and dating women. In the beginning,
it's a numbers game. As the ol' motto goes, "If you keep approaching,
some woman's bound to find you dead sexy." Or to put it another
way: If you throw enough shit against the wall, some of it is bound to
stick.

I know some guys are deft at sparking sexual tension in women.

Yet they still see meeting and dating women as a numbers game.
They have the mindset that if they approach enough women, they'll
get laid.

But that's because something is missing from their game…
something I'm going to tell you about at the end of this letter.

When you've got the ability to establish yourself as the Prize, the
know-how to build sexual tension, and the special skill set I'm gonna
tell you about later on, you perceive meeting and dating women as a
game of skill, not luck.

Misconception # 2: The Best Way To Get A Girl Is To Become
Friends With Her First…

In all honesty, there's nothing inherently wrong about being friends
with a girl before you segue into becoming lovers. I've done it time
and time again. I've written many articles on it.

But most guys don't know what it means to be friends with a girl.

With their conception of "being friends," the closest they're gonna get
to the girl of their dreams is a bottle of Vaseline and a bad photo of
her. (If that's your bag, baby, whack away. But keep the groans
down. Otherwise the neighbors might complain about loud grunts
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coming from a lone male partaking in a solo sex act.)

The "friends first" misconception can be split into two categories: The
Girlfriend With A Penis and The Platonic Boyfriend.

Let's start by talking about The Girlfriend With A Penis.

At some point in their development many guys had the idea burned
into their brains that if you wanna get a girl to like you, you need to be
friends with her first… and if you want to be friends with her first you
need to let her yap free of interruption and without hinting at suicidal
boredom.

So what do they do? As the girl blabbers on about her boyfriend
problems, they keep their lips zippered-shut long enough to fuse their
tongue to the roof of their mouth from lack of use.

Do this and instead of becoming a woman's lover, you'll become her
pro-bono therapist. The girlfriend with a penis she pummels with
emotional baggage.

Many of us have fallen into this trap because we intuitively know a lot
of women will turn down sex from a man, but few will turn down free
therapy or a bobbling head to stare at them while they emotionally
vent.

Once in a blue moon this works. But we're not interested in what
works once every decade.

In fact… playing the therapist almost always slaughters your chances
at becoming her lover.

Here's why…

Emotionally venting to one another is a bonding ritual amongst
women. Us guys do it too but not to the extent that women do it. How
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many guys do you know who cry in their buddies arms when talking
about their girlfriend problems?

Not many.

As soon as you let a woman you're trying to seduce vent about her
man problems, she ceases to think of you as a potential mate.

That's because you aren't bonding with her the way a man is
supposed to bond with a  woman. Instead, you're bonding with her
the way she bonds with her girlfriends. As a result, she'll perceive you
as a castrated man. A non masculine male.

As an aside: I had dinner with my uncle the other night. He was
talking about how his fourteen year old son is struggling with women.
I asked, "Did you give him any fatherly advice?"

He said, "I told him that girls like to talk about their problems. If you
wanna get a girl, you need to let her yap away."

My loving uncle has infected yet another innocent soul with this
terrible thought virus.

Category Two: Becoming Her Platonic Boyfriend:

I've seen a lot of guys fall into this trap. They wine and dine the girl
the way a serious boyfriend or husband might. Yet they have a
friendship-only relationship with the girl.

Instead of viewing him as a potential mate, the woman sees him as
an ATM machine with feet.

Both variations on the friends-first misconception derive from a lack of
the skill set I'm going to share with you later on.
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Misconception # 3: Once You've Established Yourself As The
Prize & Sparked Attraction With A Woman, You Can Revert Back
To Being Your Wimpy Self And She'll Still Like You…

Following this misconception will euthanize any morsel of chance you
had with her. As a general rule, you should keep doing whatever you
did to attract her in the first place.

Why are men subject to this misconception?

When they start developing their attraction skills, women start
reacting to them differently. On one side of the coin, they're thrilled
with the reactions they're getting.

But on the other side, they think they've cheated the system and feel
disingenuous for not acting like themselves.

But here's something to consider…

Just like the behaviors that spark attraction in women, their wimpy-
self behaviors were learned. But they've been practicing these
behaviors for so long, they think they're an intrinsic part of their
personality.

However, with practice and experience the behaviors that spark
attraction in women will become an authentic facet of their natural
personality and they'll feel comfortable using them through their entire
interactions with women.

There's a toxic mutation of this misconception...

Some of my dear friends believe that once you attract a woman you
need to be her Platonic buddy for a minimum of five hours before
trying to sleep with her. And during this bonding phase you should
stop establishing yourself as the Prize and cease triggering sexual
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tension in her.

By not acting like the Prize and triggering sexual tension, they think,
the woman has an opportunity to get to know the real authentic me.

For most, shit canning sexual tension and Prizability is like putting a
chastity belt on the girl and throwing away the key.

The few successful followers of this misconception probably would be
a lot more successful if they dropped it.

And there's a good reason why…

Studies actually show that following this misconception causes
people to come across as plastic, inauthentic, and fake.

The reason will surprise. And I'm almost a hundred percent sure it is
not what you're thinking.

Just knowing the reason will probably change how you interact with
women – forever.

In the next special report I'm going to reveal this reason to you.

But, like the others, this misconception stems from not having
developed the skill set I am going to tell you about a lil' later on.

Misconception # 4: If You Make A Woman Laugh, Get Her Phone
Number, Or Make Out With Her, You're In Like Flynn…

If you're skill level is at least intermediate with women, you're
probably thinking, "Amen, brother, for bringing this up."

Just about every guy has fallen into this misconception.
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Even when we know better we fall for this one. A lot of guys have had
the experience of a girl laughing at their jokes, putting her little
mittens all over them, playing tonsil hokey with them, and giving them
her phone number.

The success poisons their minds. They become delusional and think
they're in like Flynn.

But…

The only time they hear from her again is when calling her and
leaving yet another voice mail.

Like the three misconceptions before this one, it derives from lacking
the skill I'm about to share with you.

Before I tell you about this skill, I want to tell you about my dark side.

Swinggcat's Dark Side…

I'm gonna admit something to you that's not easy to admit. Something
I haven't talked about before…

To start, at some point along my journey I've bought into every single
one of these four misconceptions.

I remember in college trying to figure this stuff out. I remember going
to parties, bars, and clubs.

Often my interactions with women didn't last long at all. "Rejection"
was my middle name.

Every so often, I'd muster up enough courage to go in for the kill and
approach a woman.
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But I'd almost always go belly up. My opening line just didn't come
out right. The humor I used didn't quite resonate with the girls.
Reactions ranged from confusion to boredom to disdain.

If I did get an interaction going… usually it wasn't for very long.

Their eyes would rove around looking for something more interesting
than interacting with boring-as-Velveeta-cheese me.

They say A.D.D. is something you're born with. Back then, I believed
it was a disease women caught from talking to me. I'd ask them
questions and they'd either give me one word answers or ignore me
all together.

On occasion, a girl would be into me. But then, one of my better
looking friends would swoop in by uttering what I thought was a
couple of grunts and the girl had her little paws all over him. Any
knowledge of me was erased from her memory banks.

This made me so bitter and jealous.

But lack of looks was just an excuse. There was something else
going on. Something I kinda knew unconsciously. But didn't want to
admit to myself on a conscious level. Something that actually had
very little to do with looks…

I wasn't vibing with girls.

Before I jump into this, let's back up so you know what I have in mind.

I had girls I was friends with and they loved me to death.

Occasionally I would hook up with a girl so drunk she couldn't
process anything around her.
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Here and there, I'd get jiggy with a girl so ugly she was thrilled to
have someone give her attention.

Every so often, I'd get to listen to some chick talk my ear off as I sat
there bobbing my head up and down.  A lot of girls are looking for an
audience. But just listening, doesn't mean you're vibing with them.

I studied self-help disciplines like Nero Linguistic Programming. Most
of the material I found was designed for salesmen and therapists. (As
I discovered years later, this stuff is useful for people with great social
and vibing skills. But if you don't know how to vibe with women, this
stuff can actually make you come across as weird and creepy).

Then I tried stuffing my noggin with carefully crafted memorized lines
to say to women. To some extent it worked. Some girls responded
positively to it.

But as my script came to an end, the women would scurry away.

At this stage, I could make women laugh. Sometimes even stick my
tongue down their throat. And easily get their phone number.

But you know what?

I'd NEVER hear from these girls again. When I called them, they'd
NEVER return my phone calls. Occasionally when calling them,
they'd pick up the phone by mistake.

But then they'd quickly invent an excuse to get off the phone with me.

I thought, "My memorized material isn't strong enough. I need
funnier… even more interesting things to say."

But that wasn't the problem.
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The problem was… I was stuck inside my own head. I tried to muscle
every girl to go along with my canned script.

But through spending more hours interacting with women than I'd
care to admit, I slowly learned to vibe with them.

However, for years it was an unconscious process. But over the past
year I've really broken vibing down into a step-by-step learnable and
repeatable structure.

To my knowledge no one has nailed down what this structure is. In
the next special report titled Breaking Down Vibing I'm going to teach
you a few of my top secret concepts for vibing. I'm almost certain
you've never seen or heard of these concepts before.

Master them and your dating and sex life is in for a huge treat.

Tomorrow I'll be sending this special report to you. So look for
Breaking Down Vibing in your inbox.

Your buddy,

P.S., Forward this special report to five people you believe would
benefit from it.

P.S., You can check out my website here

P.P.S., If you have a question or comment for me, I can be reached
at: swinggcatsuccessstory@yahoo.com

http://www.realworldseduction.com/
mailto:swinggcatsuccessstory@yahoo.com
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